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Air fryers can cook out crisp fried food without much oil or fat. In truth, air fryers cook food by
blasting it with circulated hot air. The method is fast, convenient, and can be surprisingly
healthy--if you cook in right way.Many recipes in this book will help you to complete your meal
healthily and quickly. Most recipes take only 45 minutes or even less, and all come with
detailed step by step instructions.With this cookbook, you are able to lower the fat and oil in
your daily meals, and you can also improve your cooking skills with so many recipes, you can
live a healthier and happier life with it.So don’t wait, just get a copy of this book!

"Congratulations to Pamela on launching Nourished, It is always an honor to connect with
similar pioneers in the plant-based community and I am especially proud of our alumni who are
doing wonderful work to improve global health. Nourished explores the relationship between
the foods we consume and the way we feel. This concept was instrumental in my transition to a
fully plant-based diet and lifestyle. These topics inspire and challenge readers to become more
conscious about their choices and ultimately support our main goal of reducing animal
consumption around the world." Matthew Kenney, Plant Based Celebrity Chef, Author• Pamela
Wasabi’s book, Nourished is a must read for those who are struggling through health issues
and pondering if a plant based diet is suitable. Her clever use of foods and plants illustrating
different stages of her journey are well crafted and an invaluable resource. Wok Star Eleanor
Hoh, Cooking Teacher & EntrepreneurPamela has fully committed to living the most holistic
authentic lifestyle. She embodies everything she puts out into the universe. Her food and
cooking is fueled not only with the best nutrition one could ask for but also enhanced with her
passion and love for healing and honoring Mother Nature. Rachel Novetsky, Holistic Counselor
and Yoga Instructor“I’m beyond excited as a part of the plant based community to count with
this new book full of information and wisdom from Plant based Chef Pamela Wasabi. Pamela
understand the spirit-body-fuel connection and the true healing power of plants.” Valentina
Cordero Plant Based Pastry Chef Founder House of V"Pamela not only has an enormous
knowledge of plant based cuisine, she is also an amazing cook and shares a message that
goes with every dish. The message of self-love, self-nourishing, self-awareness towards a
better and conscious way of eating. Only through our own self love and awareness we will heal
ourselves, I trust Pamela for every dish to show me the amazing power that food have in our
physical bodies and souls" Mariana Cortez Founder / Owner Bunnie Cakes“As an active
member of Miami’s wellness community, I have had the pleasure to experience Pamela’s work
several times, through attending her events, working with her or simply by having a casual
conversation about nourishment. With that said, I am thrilled to see some of her talent and
knowledge being translated into a book. Nourished will change many lives!” Veronica Menin
Conscious Entrepreneur“Nourished is one of those books that feels HOME the moment that
you pick it up. Visually and verbally it acknowledges and inspires the creator in all of us to
commune deeply with life via the food we consume and the way we consume it.” Jenna
Johnson Embodiment Coach and Creator of LooksGoodOnYouInc --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorPamela Wasabi is a lead authority in the plant based and
wellness community of Miami. She is most recognized for hosting and preparing farm to table
vegan dinners, supporting local agriculture, and leading workshops and lectures on one’s
relationship with food, nourishment and sacred femininity. Her background stretches from



holistic nutrition, to plant based chef, and psychology of eating. It’s her mission to awaken the
collective consciousness into living in Harmony with Nature. She’s been named by Miami New
Times as “one of the most visible figures in Miami’s health-food scene”.Matthew Kenney is a
chef, restaurateur, caterer, and food writer. He has appeared on the Today Show, the Food
Network, and numerous morning and talk shows. He has been nominated for the James Beard
Rising Star Award. Matthew has been the chef and partner of numerous successful
restaurants, including Matthew’s, Canteen, Commune, Mezze, and The Plant. Matthew’s
passion for raw food has taken him into new realms of creativity, flavor, and healthy living. He is
the author of several cookbooks, including Everyday Raw and Everyday Raw Desserts. --This
text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.NourishedThe Plant-based Path to Health & HappinessBy Pamela WasabiMango
Media, Inc.ContentsPreface,Foreword,Introduction,Dirt,Milk,Salsa de Tomate,[Burnt]
Mushroom Soup,Chicken Nugget,Cold Turkey,Eggs and Bacon,Tofu,Seed,Carob,Decaf
Coffee,Love,Hungry,Fear,Sunfoods,Faith,Relaxation,Maca,Breastmilk,Violetta,Root,Coconut
Water,Placenta Pills,Chocolate Oat Cookie,Gut,Mango Custard,Gluten-
Free,Umami,Sugar,Meatless Monday,Chef,Sprout,Kale,Plate,Sun,Blood,Harmony,Honey,Kraut,
Seasons,Fruit,Chopsticks,Kitchen,Relationship with
Food,Bloom,Nourished,#Nourishedpath,Nourished Tips,Conclusion,Plant-Based
Recipes,Acknowledgments,Author Bio,CHAPTER 1Dirt"For a seed to achieve its greatest
expression it must come completely undone. The shell cracks. Its insides come out and
everything changes. To someone who doesn't understand growth, it would look like complete
destructions."- Cynthia OccelliMilkYou are what you eat, they say. How far are we willing to take
that statement? Let's face it, food is what makes the world turn – not money. We actually work
to "bring home the bacon" or to "put bread on the table". Every minute that goes by we are
digesting food, converting food into usable energy, or longing for the next meal. Our family
celebrations and our national holidays are all around dinner tables and cookouts. We eat to
survive, but we may also eat for nourishment, and we can also eat for punishment, or to fill a
void.Food has different meanings for each one of us. We all have a relationship with food that
is distinctly individual and complex. For some, food may be a symbol of love and pleasure. It
can be something positive or negative. Food may simply be fuel. Food provides energy. It can
bring life or death. For me, from my earliest memories on my journey to this moment as I type
these words, food has meant a search for belonging, finding home.I still remember sucking on
my mother's breast. She was my home. My mom provided me much more than just food with
her milk then; I tasted her nurturing heart and warmth, which kept me on her lap and in her
arms till I was 4. Soon after, I transitioned to cow's milk, my eye-opener and daily breakfast
before school. I associated milk with health, with doing the right thing. Whatever that meant to
me at that young age, the responsibility of taking care of my body was already instilled in me, a
value that has accompanied me and helped me transform myself from sickness and sadness
to making a career around nourishing the world.Milk is associated with feminine energy, in
Ayurvedic medicine, dairy is part of the Ayurveda vegetarian diet because it provides a
nourishing and calming energy. Milk is such a precious and sacred drink, it represents
"progress". It's derived from the mother, the creator and main provider for a young child's
growth and development. It's the most natural form of food to help a kid "progress" from the
first instant after emerging from the womb to the baby's first cognitive moments. It's a complete
food that comes with all of the essential nutrients that a baby needs while at mother's breast.
The connection of the baby's saliva to the mom's nipple communicates exactly what the baby
needs so that the mother's system can adapt, create, and specifically provide. There's so much



beauty in breastfeeding. It is Nature interacting with us, elongating the course of our evolution
by feeding our babies from the very first moment they open their eyes.I didn't know any of this
when I reached for the milk carton in my mom's fridge, but that's what I was looking for. Even
my three-year-old daughter searches for my breast to find comfort, to get my attention, and to
feel my caressing fingers on her back and neck. She looks for nourishment.I was a shy little girl
with a passion for color, horses, gymnastics and the 80s. I looked at adults as a different
species than myself. My mom was my window to the world; anything else was bitter to me,
including food. I drew a line separating my world and "theirs." My understanding of food was
what my mother provided,what I ate at home. I can still recall the scent and taste of her dishes
by just thinking about them. She would prepare spinach ravioli, parmesan hearts of palm,
tomatoes stuffed with homemade mashed potatoes, steak stew, and spinach soup. Other than
that, I was not interested in eating.Vegetables were tough for me; I even disliked the sound
they made when somebody ate them raw. Spinach was a special case, and that was only
because Popeye, my favorite cartoon character, made me understand I needed spinach to be
strong. Fish was repugnant – I couldn't stand the smell. I was grossed out by anyone eating
roasted chicken on the bone in front of me, and if I ate it I would avoid smelling my hands
afterwards because the smell stayed on my little fingers. I never liked red meat, though I ate it
because it was what I understood as the fuel I needed to grow. Culturally, that was the
message instilled in us in Colombia, but it would take me about twenty minutes to chew a piece
of steak, and most likely it would end up thrown away in a paper napkin when nobody was
looking. I did like hamburgers though, with ketchup.Salsa de TomateMy family, my
grandparents and I had just arrived in the Dominican Republic. We were taking a vacation
together far from the cold weather of Bogotá. We sat down by the hotel pool in the outside
dining room feeling pretty hungry. We ordered hamburgers and French fries – this has become
the universal food language for a kid. When the food arrrived, I asked for Salsa de Tomate. I
could not eat unless I had some red sauce to smear on each fry. The waiter didn't know what I
was talking about, even though we spoke the same language. I did my best to explain myself –
"You know, tomato sauce." He laughed understandingly, nodded, and brought me four slices of
tomato. Finally, we broke through the cultural gap and he brought me what he best knew as
"ketchup!". Ketchup was the main vegetable during my years growing up; and sadly, to this day
in our schools, it's still the main and only vegetable given to our kids in the form of pizza sauce
or the highly processed Americanized version known worldwide as ketchup. Originally, ketchup
was Chinese, and the word itself is a transliteration of the pronunciation of the Chinese word
meaning "fish sauce".Everywhere we traveled, there was the "burger and fries" and ketchup on
the menu. We traveled every summer, mostly to Disney World. On these trips we ate at
McDonald's and every other fast food chain there was. They spoke my language, they gave me
my food, and on top of that, the "happy meal" came with a miniature plastic Barbie dressed in
hot pink tights and tulle – back then, if you gave me a couple of those Barbies, I would eat as
many hamburgers as you wanted. Meals became so easy during our travels, how could my
parents ever question what was behind the white painted clown face that provided such
convenience? Traveling to the States and going to their cleverly marketed and advertised
stores meant only one thing to us; we can trust them, or so we assumed.When we were in the
States, everything had a sense of freshness and newness; it had a certain harmony even
though it was loud and intense. Being a visually driven girl, as most kids are, I was fascinated
with every single package, TV ad, or plastic toy that I saw. It was as if adults had broken the
code and entered into my imaginary world to communicate directly with me. And there was no
harm to it, or so we thought, because my parents, relying on their human naïveté, approved of



them.I wouldn't say I struggled with eating per se growing up. I just didn't like to eat just for the
sake of food. I ate for what was around food, for what food represented or could bring to me in
an existential realm: home, trust, and connection with my inner world. But I did not completely
lack understanding of the other aspect of food; which is health. I had practiced gymnastics
since I was one. I grew up doing gymnastics almost daily; my body was my instrument that
turned in all the flips and spins I could ever dream of. Connecting with my body in this way at
such a young age may have influenced me to take good care of it. I needed strength, so I ate
spinach, or would down a glass of milk every morning because "healthy bones", or eat a
hamburger because "meat" was the fuel I needed. In our Latin cultural understanding, that was
what "nutrients" were."Nutrition" meant to do the right thing for my body. One day in first grade
while still living in Bogotá, we had a group of people come to our class to talk about nutrition;
they specifically talked about soda beverages and their harmful effect on our bodies. On that
day at age 8 I made the decision to eradicate sodas completely from my life; to this day, it is a
vow I am still keeping.I always think back to this anecdote and reflect on my daughter. What
kind of relationship with food am I inspiring in her? How am I presenting food to her? What are
the values associated with food that I want to embed in her subconscious? Relating this event
to my current life, my daughter has no recollection of what sodas, Coke, or Pepsi are. That day
in my first grade class had a ripple effect which inspired me to do the right thing for my body
and to pass on this principle to my own daughter. I'm teaching her about where food comes
from, but as much as I have to do for her, I also have to "undo". We don't have a TV at home to
avoid commercials and mainstream shows, though we can stream movies and narrow down
our selection to the programs or movies we like to watch, in a way, we are choosing what
information we want to feed ourselves.It's in our Nature to trust one another. We go to the
doctor, and although we have never seen him before and know little of him, we trust he is doing
the best for our families. When we drive around the city, we trust that no car is going to
purposely hit us. When we buy food, we trust what we are buying is safe for our kids. However,
trust is now taking us farther from health, it's making us blind to the truth. In a way, that innate
trust we have of others has become a form of ignorance. When it comes to the food we feed
our children we must take the blinders off, because unfortunately the corporations that
manufacture our highly processed and convenient foods are not in business for the sake of our
kids' progress, but to make them into their loyal customers at an early age. Food ads are
specially targeted to kids aged two and three for a reason. Once they hooka kid at that age,
they will embed an emotional memory that will bind them to that food forever.I belong to the
information generation. Compared to our parents' time, especially growing up in a much more
conservative third world country, living in Miami I now have access to knowledge that they
never had. I can on google, buy books, attend seminars, and take online courses and classes
in whatever topic I want to chocolate-dip-coat myself in. But information also comes with
responsibility and the need to take action. I cannot just lecture my daughter about food, I can't
sell her a concept that certain foods are "bad" or "good" – I must not skew her own curiosity
about food – but I can show her by example how to honor, appreciate, and respect food, which
is now my responsibility.Back in my first grade classroom,, what spoke to me was the purity of
the message: you can harm your body with sodas. That was all, there were not loud red fonts
nor shiny packages. All the love invested in my gymnastics classes, the discipline my mom and
I devoted to my practice, the positive feedback from my gymnastic instructor, and the freedom
that I felt twisting like spaghetti and flipping like a monkey in the air shifted my thinking into
respect for the choices that would impact my body. You see, my association with food back
then, "nutrition," was linked not only to doing the right thing, but being "better".[Burnt]



Mushroom SoupOur brains started to expand the moment civilization discovered fire, because
we began to cook! Fish was now part of our diet, and the inclusion of healthy omega fats and
sea nutrients boosted our brain development and our thinking. The one thing fish has in
common with breast milk is the amount of fat. Breast milk is 90% fat, since it is intended to
nourish our babies, and essential fatty acids are the main source of nutrition to help our kids'
brains develop.Cooking is a never ending play where Nature's elements, earth, air, fire and
water, take main roles on the stage. The story that unfolds is mainly the interplay between
ingredients and the chemical and cosmic reaction of the elements. The sensations it arouses
wake up each of our senses. The transformation of the food from its raw stage to its final
prepared state invites our sight. Cooking stimulates our sense of smell when the garlic melts in
the pan, or when the fricassee vegetable casserole emits its special aroma. Our hearing alerts
us to our next meal: the sound of oil sizzling on iron, the tempo of a chef's knife against the
cutting board, or the singing of the fire outdoors. Cooking invites us to break bread, to feel the
warmth released from the steaming lasagna, or to cool our throats with a frozen hibiscus
lemonade. Cooking's flavors reach a peak in the mouth, relating each of our emotions and
senses to taste buds that return bursts of umami euphoria.Cooking is so much more than
following a recipe; it requires our full attention and our unequivocal presence to perceive its
alchemical transformation. It's about observing how long to leave the onion in the pan to
caramelize, or how to use the tips of your fingers to pulverize the salt and just feel when the
right pinch has been added. It's smelling the basil's sweet tones against the steam and letting
our memory search for the right vinegar to complement it. Cooking brings you home, it grounds
your feet to your roots. It connects you and nourishes your permanent awareness.I have
memories of cooking growing up. I am grateful that there was always food on the table.
Whether we ate at grandma's, at home, or at my parents' friends' reunions, food was there. I
don't even remember understanding the concept of a chef; it never crossed my mind that it
could be a career. My closest understanding of someone that cooked was a woman on TV
explaining how to make stuff step by step, I saw as a stay-at-home person, not a chef.I
remember my father making aji for the Sunday BBQs, or my mom preparing a taco buffet or
her famous lasagna for house parties. But I didn't mess around in the kitchen till we came to
Miami back in 2001. I was in my teens by then, but my curiosity for cooking came later,
probably in my early twenties when I started experimenting with some recipes; however, my
attempts met with failure time after time but I was missing the whole point of cooking.I cooked
out of fancy cook-books with photos that made your mouth water. I cooked with a watch to time
the minutes listed on the recipe, and probably turned my back to the stove while waiting for the
clock to beep. I would substitute ingredients, whatever I thought was the closest to what the
recipe called for; I would add uneven amounts of flour that might or might not be what was
listed on the cupcake recipe because I thought, what difference would it make? The result was
always a burnt pan, a weird undercooked cupcake, or a burnt mushroom soup with red wine
that tasted more like warm charred wine than anything else. I'd get furious. I was expecting
magic to happen but the book lied. After several attempts, my family banned me from the
kitchen, and I flipped my middle finger to cooking.Back then my ingredients came in
containers, but I never wondered where they originally came from. This is a fundamental
question if you want to cook, because the story of the ingredients' origin carries little secrets
about how it should be cooked, for how long, what its effect will be in a recipe, and what can
you combine it with. I wanted instant transformation at the wiggle of a magic wand [or the touch
of a button on the electric stove], but was missing that it's the cook who conducts the play, but
the ingredients are the main actors on center stage. Once I understood that, cooking, became



magic.Chicken NuggetI had my dark days when I moved to Miami. I felt like I didn't belong. The
culture shock was painful. I felt frustrated living amongst people in my school who couldn't tell
communists from community. Private school life had coated the kids' reality with fancy cars,
sports, sex and drugs. Everything seemed like it was out of a mainstream American high
school movie, all so pre-manufactured and methodical, so disconnected from the emotional
aspects that need to be embraced in a teenager. It was all black or white. Even what they fed
us complemented this confusing flat-thinking educational system: fried chicken nuggets, pizza,
tomato sauce, and white bread. The food fed to us was so overprocessed and distant from its
original source, as was the understanding of the school system as far as teenagers. I
remember always asking, "What part of the chicken is a nugget?"But not everything was so
flavorless. I was fortunate enough to live next to the ocean, to meet people from all corners of
the world, and to have the freedom to do things on my own I would never have been able to do
back in Bogotá, like jogging around my 'hood at sunset.I found a way to shift into a mentality
that allowed me to explore Miami. But my hot-cold mood swings of mine landed me in the
doctor's office. I was diagnosed with hyperthyroid, prescribed medication, and told I was
destined to be on the pills the rest of my life, unless I decided to have my thyroid removed or
radiated to ashes.(Continues...)Excerpted from Nourished by Pamela Wasabi. Copyright ©
2016 Pamela Wasabi. Excerpted by permission of Mango Media, Inc..All rights reserved. No
part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to
this web site. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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The EffortlessAobosi Toaster Air Fryer Oven CookbookQuick and Easy-to-Follow Recipes to
Maintain Your Energy with Crispy and Tasty MealsBy Mario LovelessCopyright 2o20 by Mario
Loveless -All rights reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic
or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the
case of brief quotations embodied in reviews and certain other non-commercial uses permitted
by copyright law.This Book is provided with the sole purpose of providing relevant information
on a specific topic for which every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that it is both
accurate and reasonable. Nevertheless, by purchasing this Book you consent to the fact that
the author, as well as the publisher, are in no way experts on the topics contained herein,
regardless of any claims as such that may be made within. It is recommended that you always
consult a professional prior to undertaking any of the advice or techniques discussed
within.This is a legally binding declaration that is considered both valid and fair by both the
Committee of Publishers Association and the American Bar Association and should be
considered as legally binding within the United States.CONTENTSIntroductionAppetizers And
Side DishesFeta Lime CornGrandma’s Apple Cinnamon ChipsRoasted Radishes With Brown
Butter, Lemon, And Radish TopsMaple Shrimp With CoconutArtichoke Hearts And
TarragonPaprika PotatoesMolasses Cashew DelightSpinach And Artichokes SautéGarlicky
Mushroom SpaghettiRoasted Vegetable And Kale SaladHam And Cheese Grilled
SandwichSavory Parsley Crab CakesMom’s Tarragon Chicken Breast PacketsBaked Garlic
MushroomsAir Fried Mac & CheeseButternut And Apple MashHoney-roasted Carrots With
Sesame SeedsGarlic & Parmesan Bread BitesRosemary PotatoesAir Fried Green
Tomatoes(2)Parmesan Baked AsparagusAmul Cheesy Cabbage CanapesMozzarella Cheese
SticksEasy Cheesy Stuffed MushroomsMini Salmon & Cheese QuichesSnacks And Desserts
RecipesJalapeno Spinach DipMoist Pound CakeStrawberry PuddingBerry CrumblePeanut
Butter Fudge CakeBaked AppleGarlic Cheese DipCheddar DipCarrot, Raisin & Walnut
BreadSimple Strawberry CobblerMoist Chocolate BrowniesUltimate Coconut Chocolate
CakeHomemade Bbq Chicken PizzaCinnamon Cheesecake BarsPeanut Butter
CookiesMouthwatering Chocolate SouffléEgg RollsCheesy Tomato Gouger PuffsEasy Cheese
DipKale ChipsChocolate Strawberry CupsSausage And Onion RollsChocolate DonutsHealthy
Lemon TofuSimple Cinnamon RollsFish & Seafood RecipesLemon-garlic Butter LobsterSpicy
HalibutBacon Wrapped ShrimpBaked TilapiaTilapia Meunière With VegetablesAir Fried
Haddock FiletsSavory Cod Fish In Soy SauceAir Fryer Spicy ShrimpSimple Lemon
SalmonBreaded Fish FilletsMiso White Fish FilletsCarp Flat CakesFish And ChipsFish
Oregano FingersPecan-crusted Catfish FilletsGlazed Tuna And Fruit KebabsRosemary
Buttered PrawnsSeafood PlatterSticky Hoisin TunaBlackened Mahi MahiScallops And Spring
VeggiesDelicious Fried SeafoodTomato Garlic ShrimpQuick PaellaBasil Salmon With
TomatoesOther Favorite RecipesButternut Squash With HazelnutsSouthwest SeasoningFast
Cinnamon ToastCreamy Pork GratinApple Fritters With Sugary GlazeCrispy Cheese
WaferSimple Cheesy ShrimpsGarlicky Olive StromboliSweet And Sour PeanutsCrispy Zucchini
SticksSimple Teriyaki SauceTraditional French FriesPigs In A BlanketAir Fried Blistered
TomatoesPão De QueijoChicken DivanClassic ChurrosShrimp With Sriracha And
Worcestershire SauceShrimp Spinach FrittataSausage And Colorful Peppers CasseroleHot
WingsKale FrittataHillbilly Broccoli Cheese CasseroleGreek FrittataButtery Knots With
ParsleyIntroductionWhat is good in Aobosi toaster air fryer oven?Multiple optionsIt is



programmable and varies from 6 – 12 built-in programme, like Air Fry, toast, bake, broil, fries,
bagel, pizza, roast, wings, cookie, proof, dehydrate. It uses cyclone hot air circulation
technology that makes your food evenly cooked to achieve a crisp and delicious flavor. It also
has a steam bake function that adjusts the taste of the food according to your personal
taste.Big size big capacityThe air fryer oven uses design of hidden heat pipes without upper
and lower heat pipe restrictions,which can toast a 3.5 pounds chicken at a time. 3 layers to
place your food!The metal body keeps you away from the unpleasant plastic smell. Ventilation
vents on the sides and backÿ�our Aobosi rotisserie air fryer is safer and healthier.User friendlyIt
comes with visible digital control LED display, which gives you the more direct sight of the
data.With digital control, you can reduce the chance of error like setting for particular food
cooking. Aobosi rotisserie air fryer comes with 6- 12 preset modes, which eliminate the
troubles of setting cooking time and temperature. It is built on 304 stainless steel, non-stick
interior and dishwasher-safe, all accessories are easy to clean.AccessoriesYou can easily
make everything you love for a homemade meal. The attractive wonderful recipes teach you
how to make a perfect meal. Aobosi air oven provides 6 accessories – baking tray, frying
basket, wire rack,tray handle,pizza pan,and sartre water tank.WarrantyAobosi provides
customers the best quality and the best service. All of the Aobosi Air Fryer Toaster Oven
comes with a 2-year product warranty and lifetime service.Types of Aobosi Air Fryer Toaster
Oven1. Aobosi Electric Air Fryer Toaster Oven Convection 12-in-1 ToastKey features%Ï Up
to 12 modes preset menus to choose , offer you the convenience.%Ï Special small water
tank – add water in , Aobosi air fryer roaster oven becomes your helpful steam oven.%Ï
Built-in lighting – clearly observe baking effect.%Ï Menus included: Air fry, Toast, Bake,
Broil, Fries, Bagel, Pizza, Roast, Wings, Cookies, Proof, Dehydrate, DIY your food (Flexibly set
by yourself) !%Ï Knob timing/temperature adjustment – knob to choose the menu you like as
well.%Ï Food-grade non-stick interior – easier to clean.%Ï Built-in hidden heating tube
design – safer & offer more space.Aobosi Air Fryer Toaster Oven Rotisserie 6-in-1Key features%Ï
6-in-1 Multifunction: 6 modes help you start your journey of delicious with one whirling!%Ï
Countertop Size 23QT: Large capacity, but take up little space!%Ï Stable Temperature:6
powerful heating elements let your meals cooked evenly in a whirlwind of super – heated air for
crispy, delicious flavors.%Ï New Convection Technology:360° hot air circulation heating &
high-speed air circulation,food is more flavorful! The finished are more delicious!%Ï Easy to
Clean: Visible space and equipped with a crumb tray , help you clean your Aobosi Air Fryer
Oven easily!Aobosi Electric Air Fryer Oven Toaster 10-in-1The 10-in-1 digital electric air fryer
roastor oven is extrmely suitible for tasty healthy DIY snacks, no matter you are a veteran or a
rookie! Have some nuts, dried fruit, or jerky? It is popular to have a scented tea now, which will
preserve your health!Dehydration function can also make dried meat snacks like tassajo/jerky
for your pets! 24Qt large cooking space can fit a 4lb whole chicken. Aobosi roast oven is good
at crispy and delicious steak,pork chop,mutton chop!How to Achieve More Even Cooking in an
Toaster Air Fryer OvenAvoid overfilling: Air fryers work by circulating hot air around food, which
can be limited if food is packed too tightly, causing it to steam instead of crisp, and cook
unevenly. (That said, proteins shrink as they cook, so a snug fit with meat is OK.) We
recommend taking a “jigsaw puzzle” approach to fitting foods, cutting larger proteins in half and
skewering smaller pieces to make it easier to arrange more food in the basket without
overcrowding.Rotate and flip proteins: It may seem fussy to rotate and flip meats halfway
through cooking, but it helps the air circulation reach every part of the food. We found it easy to
do so with a pair of basic kitchen tongs for nimble control and so we weren’t reaching into a hot
oven.Toss vegetables in a bowl: Yes the air fryer basket does come with a handle, but shaking



the basket to turn your food can give uneven results. We found it was worth it to toss French
fries and other vegetables into a bowl partway through cooking, which redistributed them much
more efficiently for perfectly even browning. (This also gives you the opportunity to add
seasonings such as herbs and grated cheese partway through cooking.)Appetizers And Side
DishesFeta Lime CornServings: 2Cooking Time: 20 MinutesIngredients: 2 ears of corn
Juice of 2 small limes 2 tsp paprika 4 oz feta cheese, gratedDirections: Preheat Aobosi
Toaster on Air Fry function to 370 F. Peel the corn and remove the silk. Place the corn in the
baking pan and cook for 15 minutes. Squeeze the juice of 1 lime on top of each ear of corn.
Top with feta cheese and serve.Grandma’s Apple Cinnamon ChipsServings: 2Cooking Time:
25 MinutesIngredients: 1 tsp sugar 1 tsp salt 1 whole apple, sliced ½ tsp cinnamon
Confectioners’ sugar for servingDirections: Preheat your Aobosi Toaster to 400 F on Bake
function. In a bowl, mix cinnamon, salt, and sugar. Add in the apple slices and toss to coat.
Place the prepared apple slices in the greased air fryer basket andfit in the cooking tray. Cook
for 10 minutes, flipping once. Dust with sugar and serve.Roasted Radishes With Brown Butter,
Lemon, And Radish TopsServings: 4Cooking Time: 20 MinutesIngredients: 2 bunches
medium radishes 1-1/2 tablespoons olive oil Coarse kosher salt 2 tablespoons (1/4 stick)
unsalted butter 1 teaspoon fresh lemon juiceDirections: Start by preheating toaster oven to
450°F. Cut tops off radishes (about 1/2-inch) and coarsely chop them and set aside. Cut
radishes down the middle lengthwise and place in a large bowl. Add olive oil to the bowl and
toss to coat. Place radishes flat side down and sprinkle with salt. Roast radishes in a pan for 20
minutes. Toward the end of the roasting time, melt the butter in a small sauce pan until it
browns and add lemon juice. Transfer the radishes to a serving bowl; drizzle with butter,
sprinkle with chopped radish tops, and serve.Nutrition Info: Calories: 96, Sodium: 42 mg,
Dietary Fiber: 0 g, Total Fat: 11.0 g, Total Carbs: 0.1 g, Protein: 0.1 g.Maple Shrimp With
CoconutServings: 3Cooking Time: 30 MinutesIngredients: 1 lb jumbo shrimp, peeled and
deveined ¾ cup shredded coconut 1 tbsp maple syrup ½ cup breadcrumbs !S cup
cornstarch ½ cup milkDirections: Pour the cornstarch in a zipper bag, add shrimp, zip the
bag up and shake vigorously to coat with the cornstarch. Mix the syrup and milk in a bowl and
set aside. In a separate bowl, mix the breadcrumbs and shredded coconut. Open the zipper
bag and remove each shrimp while shaking off excess starch. Dip shrimp in the milk mixture
and then in the crumb mixture while pressing loosely to trap enough crumbs and coconut.
Place in the basket without overcrowding and fit in the baking tray. Cook for 12 minutes at 350
F on Air Fry function, flipping once halfway through until golden brown. Serve warm.Artichoke
Hearts And TarragonServings: 4Cooking Time: 20 MinutesIngredients: 12 oz. artichoke
hearts 2 tbsp. tarragon; chopped. 4 tbsp. butter; melted Juice of ½ lemon Salt and black
pepper to taste.Directions: Take C� bowl and mix all the ingredients, toss, transfer the artichokes
to your air fryer’s basket and cook at 370°F for 15 minutes Divide between plates and serve as
C� side dish.Nutrition Info: Calories: 200; Fat: 7g; Fiber: 2g; Carbs: 3g; Protein: 7gPaprika
PotatoesServings: 4Cooking Time: 30 MinutesIngredients: 1 lb baby potatoes, quartered
1/4 tsp rosemary, crushed 1/2 tsp thyme 2 tbsp paprika 2 tbsp coconut oil, melted 1
tbsp olive oil Pepper SaltDirections: Fit the Aobosi Toaster oven with the rack in position
Place potatoes in a baking dish and sprinkle with paprika, rosemary, thyme, pepper, and salt.
Drizzle with oil and melted coconut oil. Set to bake at 425 F for 35 minutes. After 5 minutes
place the baking dish in the preheated oven. Serve and enjoy.Nutrition Info: Calories 165 Fat
10.9 g Carbohydrates 16.2 g Sugar 0.4 g Protein 3.4 g Cholesterol 0 mgMolasses Cashew
DelightServings: 4Cooking Time: 20 MinutesIngredients: 3 cups cashews 3 tbsp liquid
smoke 2 tsp salt 2 tbsp molassesDirections: Preheat Aobosi Toaster on Air Fry function to



360 F. In a bowl, add salt, liquid, molasses, and cashews; toss to coat thoroughly. Place the
cashews in the frying baking tray and cook for 10 minutes, shaking every 5 minutes.
Serve.Spinach And Artichokes SautéServings: 4Cooking Time: 20 MinutesIngredients: 10 oz.
artichoke hearts; halved 2 cups baby spinach 3 garlic cloves ¼ cup veggie stock 2 tsp.
lime juice Salt and black pepper to taste.Directions: In C� pan that fits your air fryer, mix all the
ingredients, toss, introduce in the fryer and cook at 370°F for 15 minutes Divide between
plates and serve as C� side dish.Nutrition Info: Calories: 209; Fat: 6g; Fiber: 2g; Carbs: 4g;
Protein: 8gGarlicky Mushroom SpaghettiServings: 4Cooking Time: 20 MinutesIngredients: ½
lb white button mushrooms, sliced 1 tsp butter, softened 2 garlic cloves, chopped 12 oz
spaghetti, cooked 14 oz mushroom sauce Salt and black pepper to tasteDirections:
Preheat Aobosi Toaster on AirFry function to 400 F. In a round baking dish, mix the
mushrooms, butter, garlic, salt, and pepper. Press Start and cook for 10-12 minutes. Heat the
mushroom sauce a pan over medium heat and stir in the mushrooms Pour over cooked
spaghetti and serve.Roasted Vegetable And Kale SaladServings: 4Cooking Time: 40
MinutesIngredients: 1 bunch kale, stems removed and chopped into ribbons 4 small or 2
large beets, peeled and cut roughly into 1-inch pieces 1/2 small butternut squash, peeled
and cubed into 1-inch pieces 1 small red onion, sliced into 8 wedges 1 medium fennel bulb,
sliced into 8 wedges 1 red pepper 3 tablespoons olive oil 1/2 cup coarsely chopped
walnuts 3/4 teaspoon salt Pepper to taste 2 ounces goat cheeseDirections: Cut the
beets and pepper into one-inch pieces. Remove the stems from the kale and chop into thin
pieces. Cut fennel and red onion into wedges. Preheat the toaster oven to 425°F. Toss
together all vegetables, except kale, in a large bowl with oil, salt, and pepper. Spread over a
baking sheet and roast for 40 minutes turning halfway through. At the 30-minute mark, remove
tray from oven and sprinkle walnuts over and around vegetables. Toss kale with dressing of
choice and top with vegetables. Crumble goat cheese over salad and serve.
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The book by Sarah Sparrow has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 14 people have provided feedback.
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